Models: HCCP Configurations.

1. Mount the terminal with #10 screws

2. Loosen screws and open the cover

3. Pull on the plunger and open the cassette carrier

4. Remove screws and port caps

5. Make a cut on the grommet, install over cable and assemble port cap.

6. Insert port caps into base

7. Secure cable jacket and strength member

8. Route fiber into the clips using protective sleeves and then feed splice tray
9. LOOSEN THE THUMB SCREWS AND OPEN THE LOCKING BRACKET

10. INSERT THE CASSETTES

11. CLOSE THE LOCKING BRACKET WITH THE SCREWS AND ROUTE THE FIBER IN THE CLIPS AND THEN INTO THE SPLICE TRAY

12. CLOSE THE CASSETTE CARRIER AND REMOVE THE SNAP CLIPS

13. PLUG THE CONNECTORS AND THEN ROUTE FIBERS

14. IF REAR ACCESS TO BULKHEAD IS NEEDED, REMOVE CLIP, PUSH EITHER TAB ON THE BULKHEAD AND REMOVE

15. CUT THE GROMMET FROM ROUND SIDE TO THE CENTER AS SHOWN, INSTALL THE PORT CAP INTO THE BASE OPENING WITH 2 SCREWS.

16. CLOSE THE COVER AND TIGHTEN SCREWS WITH 216 TOOL